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1:00:00   Alex was born September 18, 1928 in a rural village Palo 
(ph), Czechoslovakia near the Carpathian mountains. He was 11 yrs 
old when the war started. He was 15 and a half when he was 
liberated.  He had 6 brothers and 1 sister. They were a typical 
European family. Their father was a tailor. They lived with many of 
their mother's relatives, all of whom were practicing Jews. 
 
1:02:08   His family was very active in the village. His village 
consisted mainly of persons of Slavish-German decent. It was 
surrounded by Russian villages.  Before the war Alex had many 
non-Jewish friends, but he does recall some anti-Semitism however 
he claims that it was normal for the time period. 
 
1:03:33   At the start of the war, the part of Czechoslovakia where 
he lived was given to the Hungarians.  At  his point things 
continued to proceed normally. Life centered around the synagogue 
and trade proceeded normally. 
 
1:04:32   Alex recalls that he and his brother were attacked by 30 
or 40 youths from the Nazi-youth groups or Hitler units. 
 
1:06:09   At the start of the war there were not many changes. The 
Czechoslovakian regime was not anti-Semitic.  When Hungary took 
over they still didn't know of the exterminations. 
 
1:07:00   His family moved into the Ghetto.  Due to scrapes with 
Hitler units Alex had to live with other relatives.  He returned to 
the Ghetto because boys at age 11 had to report to Mount Para (ph) 
Military training.  There the Jews were humiliated.  They were made 
to wear the star of David and taught to dig ditches. The non-Jewish 
boys were taught to be soldiers, to carry weapons, and to humiliate 
the Jews - kicking the Jews as well as spitting on them. 
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1:08:22   When Alex returned home just before Pesach the SS had 
surrounded their village and started the Ghetto at Munk t near the 
Carpathian Mountains.  It was formerly a brick factory so the Jews 
had to live in the ovens.  It was very cold.  During Passover  Alex 
sang in a Jewish boys choir in Budapest where he spoke Yiddish and 
was a soloist.  The choir received free cookies and milk thus the 
boys were able to survive. 
 
1:10:20   First his father was taken.  Then his brothers were sent 
to forced labor camps.  Then his father was returned and his family 
and his extended family were taken to the Ghetto this was just 
before Pesach 1944. 
 
1:11:11   In the Ghetto the SS humiliated themselves daily by 
making the Jews throw bricks and dirt at each other. No community 
was established.  There was no sanitation, no shelter, no kitchen. 
Alex's family stayed together sleeping in damp wet conditions. Four 
weeks later the cattle cars arrived. 
 
1:13:13   In the Ghetto there was minimal resistance. Resistance 
often led to reasonless shootings. 
 
1:14:03   Prior to the Ghetto there was extreme hate and 
punishment. The Jews were not given food ration coupons. They had 
to stand in long lines to buy things. Often things were bought from 
Christians at outrageous prices.  In these lines elderly women 
were,  often beaten by the Hitler units. The Ghetto's eliminated 
these anti-Semitic outbursts. The SS told the Jews they would be 
sent to factories where their skills were needed and families would 
be kept together. 
 
1:15:52   Mention how SS punishes everyone for escape attempts. 
 
1:16:30   The Jews felt choiceless.  They didn't want to believe in 
the death camps. No food was brought into the Ghetto other than 
what they brought with themselves. 
 
1:17:41   Alex recalls a baby being born in the Ghetto. He didn't 
know what happened to it. 
 
1:18:33   Sickness breaks out in the Ghetto due to lack of clean 
water and medication. 
 
1:19:05   Alex recalls people dying in the Ghetto.  They were 
buried but not allowed to have a normal funeral. When the SS were 
not around everyone prayed. 
 
1:20:45   The Germans replaced prayer. They replaced God with 
Hitler and religion with Fascism. In the Ghetto didn't observe any 
contact with the outside world. 
 
1:22:09   One day the cattle cars arrived. They packed as many 
people as possible into them.  The first few hours were unbearable. 
It was cold out but they were sweating. 
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1:23:45   Mothers didn't want to breast feed their babies publicly. 
Everyone went to the bathroom on the person next to them. 
Unbearable stench. Lots of punishing and shoving. Many especially 
the elderly were trampled. 
 
1:24:51   The food supply was almost exhausted but people shared. 
Alex hated to see his family so helpless. He was 14 1/2. 
 
1:25:50   He recalls his parents asking their children to stay 
strong and alive. He thought it was a silly thing to ask. 
 
1:28:00   The train ride continued for 7 days and nights. When they 
arrived the doors opened and the people fell out because they had 
no strength. Alex saw the half dead prisoners. He was told to say 
he was 18 years old. Lost his family. 
 
1:31:01   Alex found himself in front of a selection man who he 
believes was Dr. Mengele. He recalls the selection process and how 
they were told to move quickly or slowly. 
 
1:32:00   They were told to strip outside in the cold. SS made sure 
you weren't hiding anything.  Then their hair was cut. Alex recalls 
how upset he was when they cut off his long blond hair ripping his 
scalp in the process. Then they were tattooed. Then they received 
shoes, thin striped outfits, a string to use as a belt, a tin can 
and a spoon. Alex claims camp life was impossible without your tin 
can and your spoon. 
 
1:34:26 After a few days of processing they were marched out of 
Birkenau toward Auschwitz.  As he marched away his mother and his 
sister called out to him, he didn't recognize them. They were also 
hairless. Last memory of his mother. Then he sees his brother Sam 
but is not able to join him. 
 
1:36:00   At Auschwitz he is put on a truck and send to Buna. 
1,000-2,000 people brought to Buna daily. Alex worked in I.G. 
Farben factory.  100,000 people working. 5,000 British, Russian, 
French POW's, 40- 50,000 members of civilian labor gangs, 4-5,000 
German guards. 
 
1:38:00   On a typical day they were awakened before dawn (at 3am). 
They stood outside as roll call was taken repeatedly to make sure 
that the missing were dead. Then sent to work. 
 
1:39:30   For the Jews the work load was hard and dangerous. They 
worked 12-16 hrs a day.  After work they received their ration. 
When you got bread you saved some for later. The worst thing was 
the humiliation.  The Jews felt lower then rodents. They were 
forced to watch their family members tortured. 
 
1:43:00   German games for amusement: set dogs loose, make young 
boys electrocute themselves on fence, throw up a prisoner bet on 
which eye you could shoot out, hung people.  Alex claims that this 
was the worst form of torture.  Work at least kept them busy. 
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1:45:30   Recalls specific escape attempts.  None were successful. 
Everyone was tortured. He thinks his leg was broken. 
 
1:48:25   Alex sees his brother Sam again and recalls his parents 
pleas. Although he couldn't communicate with Sam they gave each 
other strength and courage.  His parents pleas become instrumental 
to his survival. 
 
1:50:05   Alex claims that people helped each other in the camps in 
order to stay alive. They gave what they could, mostly 
encouragement. They depended on each other. They didn't form close 
friendships because death was imminent. 
 
1:52:15   Those who claimed to have German heritage were tortured 
worst and killed for having dirtied pure Aryan blood. There were no 
limits to punishments. The more ruthless guards were more respected 
by their peers. 
 
1:53:48   Alex dug ditches, laid railroad blocks, carried blocks 
and cement.  When he was storing parts for aircraft guns he and the 
other workers purposely broke parts. When they were caught most of 
them were executed.  During one air raid a factory was burnt. Alex 
and some other prisoners were made to clean up the debris and move 
a live bomb. They barely survived. 
 
1:56:08   Alex recalls that during the bombings on the high holy 
days the Jews came together and prayed to be hit by a bomb.  In the 
camps you tried to conserve your strength but it was useless, if 
you didn't work you were killed. 
 
1:58:10   His only contact with the guards was during punishments. 
He never had contact with non-Jewish prisoners other than the Kapos 
whom he refers to as murderers. 
 
1:59:12   In the camps no medical care was available.  Bombing 
raids were the only chance to practice the religion. If you became 
sick you died. Everyone seemed to have a disease. 
 
2:01:00   Prisoners were only allowed to go to the bathroom for 5 
minutes.  Most had Diarrhea and 5 minutes was not sufficient. There 
were also hugh rats in the outhouses. 
 
2:01:40   The bunks in the camp were strawless wooden bunks. There 
weren't mattresses or blankets.  Alex was afraid to fall asleep. He 
might die, his bread might be stolen, the mice and rats (the size 
of cats) might chew on him. 
 
2:04:03   From time to time the prisoners mouths were searched for 
gold teeth.  In Buna Alex only saw non-SS women from a distance. 
One SS woman the bitch of Auschwitz picked men to make lamp shades 
based upon the color of their skin. If she picked you, your non - 
tattooed arm was cut off then you were left to die. 
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2:06:55   Alex went from being a tall straight boy 5 10 1/2'' to 
weighing 65 Lbs and being 5'6'' tall. He only regained 1 1/2'' 
after the war. 
 
2:08:20   He knew that medical experiments took place in the camps. 
Most people didn't survive them.  His friends who did are now dying 
of cancer. Alex was never involved in any experiments and he was 
never the target of any SS games. 
 
2:12:35   His camp was liquidated as the Russians approached.  He 
participated in death march. He marched through extreme torture, 
frostbite, pain, and cold through 4 or 5 feet of snow in wooden 
clogs without the proper clothing or body fat as insulation. When 
they arrived Gewice only 8,000 of 40,000 had survived. 
 
2:13:38   On the march those who slowed down were shot. Alex 
remembers being ready to give up. Instead he crawled carrying 
another man on his back. Shortly after that the two men witnessed 
a Hungarian guards suicide.  It inspired them to continue on. 
 
2:15:50   Alex finds his brother Sam again at Gewice. Again they 
are not allowed to join each other. Alex is put on a topless coal 
carrying car. He gives a detailed account of how the temperature 
was 30 degrees below zero.  Many people in the coal car froze. 
 
2:17:20   Alex recalls thirst being the worst pain. Many tried to 
eat ice but it stuck to their lips. He also recalls long stops 
along the tracks due to the bombings. They were fed once during the 
trip when civilians in Czechoslovakia threw bread to them. They 
also drank snow. 
 
2:19:15   When they arrived in Buchenwald only 8 of he 100 
prisoners were still alive. The trip lasted 8 days but it seemed 
like a lifetime. They spent 3 months in Buchenwald. 
 
2:20:30   Buchenwald was originally designed as a camp for 
political prisoners not a death camp. Conditions there were 
slightly better than in Buna or Auschwitz. They were even fed upon 
arrival. Some prisoners worked in stone quarries. Some were sent to 
work in nearby private homes. Alex was sent to one of these nearby 
homes. 
 
2:22:35   In the house Alex cleaned pigs, dug ditches, repaired 
fences, and carried potatoes. The homeowner's 12 yr old son whipped 
the workers. His mother poured boiling water on Alex to show her 
son how to treat a Jew. 
 
2:23:15   After the liberation Alex fell into a coma. The American 
troops brought the local Germans to look at the camp. They claimed 
it didn't really happen and that they didn't know about it. The 
sound of the voice of the woman who poured boiling water on him 
brought him out of the coma. 
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He told the Red Cross of her involvement given a detailed 
description of her home. He didn't really care about what happened 
to these civilian task masters he just wanted to find his family. 
 
2:25:32   Alex was liberated in Buchenwald. He knew the war was 
ending because there was consistent bombing and sirens. The Germans 
panicked. The American planes dropped food and messages to the 
prisoners. 
 
2:26:40   Alex was reunited with one of his liberators on TV. 
 
2:27:30   Alex remembers an American tank blowing a hole into the 
electric fence. He considered his liberators angels. Alex claims he 
couldn't have survived another day. 
 
2:28:28   In Buchenwald he found his brother Sam in the children's 
section. They began to search the new transports for news of their 
family.  They find their brother Bill. The three unite and refuse 
t separate. They wanted to die or live together. A few days later 
they were liberated. 
 
2:30:45   The brothers go to Czechoslovakia to search for the rest 
of their family. When they arrived in Prague the Russians arrested 
them and threw them into a camp. Their brother Ben and a Czech 
blockelteste from Buchenwald help them escape. Then they moved in 
with a Russian who worked for the American distribution center. 
There were 14 people living in a small room. 
 
2:33:05   They learn that their brother Rubin had been liberated. 
He and his bride would arrive the next day. Rubin knew that their 
brother Fishie was alive and getting married. They find their 
sister and return home for the wedding. They decide not to stay in 
a communist area. Alex and Ben become interpreters for the Russian 
army even though they don't speak Russian. They meet Bill, Sam, and 
Bernie in Prague. The children were then taken to orphanages. 
 
2:36:15   Alex had Gangrene. The hospital wanted to send him back 
to Russia. He escaped from the hospital. Later he was sent with a 
children's group to England.  He was 16. 
 
2:37:50   Upon liberation Alex was in disbelief. He had food and a 
real bed. He apprenticed in Prague and lived with a new friend's 
family before going to England. 
 
2:39:50   He tries to bury the worst experiences. Now he only talks 
about it out of necessity. Tells how his friends made him start 
talking about his experience. 
 
2:42:30   He is proud to be Jewish. He doesn't think the Holocaust 
will happen again unless the apathetic majority lets someone who 
wants it do it. Doesn't think the American democratic system will 
let another Holocaust happen. He encourages Americans to get 
involved with worthwhile charities. 

�.END.  
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